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ON THE INITIAL-BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
FOR A BINGHAM FLUID IN A THREE DIMENSIONAL DOMAIN

JONG UHN KIM

ABSTRACT. The initial-boundary value problem associated with the motion

of a Bingham fluid is considered. The existence and uniqueness of strong

solution is proved under a certain assumption on the data. It is also shown

that the solution exists globally in time when the data are small and that the

solution converges to a periodic solution if the external force is time-periodic

0. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to establish the existence of

strong solutions to a variational inequality which describes the motion of a Bingham

fluid in a bounded three dimensional domain. A Bingham fluid is a rigid visco-

plastic fluid which is governed by a special constitutive law such that it moves like

a rigid body if a certain function of the stresses does not reach the yield limit and

it behaves like a viscous fluid when the yield limit is reached. Since the motion

is governed by two entirely different stress-strain relations depending on the state

of stresses, the conservation of momentum is expressed in terms of a variational

inequality so that one can avoid the difficulty of separating the fluid zone and the

rigid zone.

The initial-boundary value problem we shall study is formulated as

(—,w-u\ +a(u,w - u) + b(u,u,w) + J(w) - J{u)

>(f,w-u)    in(0,T),

for each test function w such that V ■ w = 0 in Yl and w = 0 on dYl,

(0-2) V-u = 0    innx(0,T),

(0-3) u = 0   ondfix [0,T],

(0-4) u(x,0)=uo(x)    mil.

Here, fi is a bounded domain in R3 with smooth boundary dYl, u(x, t) denotes

the velocity of the fluid and f(x, t) stands for external force. We assume that the

density, the yield limit and the viscosity are positive constants. In particular, the
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density is taken to be one. We employ the notation

3

a(u,w) = 2_] 2m /  Dij(u)Dij(w)dx,        p = viscosity,
,     Jn1,3=1

_,   ,  ,      1 ( dui      du,\

D-{U) = 2 fe + tí j <
J(u) = 2g / Dn(u)1/2dx,        9 = yield limit,

Jo

1    3
Dn(u) = ^E Ai(«)2,

6(t¿,v.w) =   >      /   Uj—^Widx,
¿tjn   >dxj

3

(/, h) = J2 /  Mi dz-
l=i-/«

Duvaut and Lions [3] gave a detailed derivation of (0-1) and proved the existence of

weak solutions of (0-1) to (0-4). They [2, 3] also obtained more regular solutions in

a two dimensional domain. For a variant of Bingham fluid, Naumann and Wulst [9]

established the existence of the same kind of regular solutions in a three dimensional

domain through a different method. They [9] assumed that the initial data belong to

a special class of stationary states and essentially used the assumption of "averaged

nonlinear viscosity." Our model described by (0-1) does not satisfy this assumption

and the result of [9] cannot be applied.

In this paper we prove the existence of local solutions of (0-1) to (0-4) which

are similarly regular under the same assumptions on the data as in [9]. Since (0-1)

reduces to the Navier-Stokes equations when g = 0, we are tempted to utilize the

known techniques of analysis for the Navier-Stokes equations. The main task is to

deal with the functional J(-) properly. When the space domain has a boundary,

the Laplacian does not commute with the projection operator (onto the divergence

free vector fields) and this is a major obstacle to taking advantage of the convexity

of ■/(•) in obtaining the regularity in the space variable. For a domain without

boundary, some known results for the Navier-Stokes equations have been shown to

be valid for (0-1) (see Kim [7] and Renardy [10]). The method in [7] obviously

fails in the present problem for the reason mentioned above. A different idea is

to express the regularity in the space variable in terms of the time derivative with

the crucial help of the Lp-theory of the Stokes operator due to Cattabriga [1] and

Giga [5, 6]. Then the basic energy inequality used by Duvaut and Lions [3] for

a two dimensional domain can be still used for a three dimensional domain to

derive useful estimates. For this procedure, we have to analyze a certain class of

stationary states in detail and also have to regularize the orginal problem so that

the manipulation to get estimates can be justified. Finally, we also obtain global

solutions and time-periodic solutions under the assumption of small data. This can

be done fairly easily once we establish the basic estimates for the local solution.
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1. Notations and preliminaries. Throughout this paper, t is the time vari-

able, x = (xi, X2, X3) is the space variable and we employ the notation

dt = 37,        di = -^—,        i = 1)2,3.
dt dxi

Vora = (ai,cx2,o:z), da = d«1 d%* d«°, \a\ = a, +a2 + a3, A = £?=i d2, V =

(01,02, #3).
Forue[L2(n)]3, ||«|| = (v>«>1/2-

When E is a Banach space other than [L2(f2)]3, its norm is denoted by || ■ \]e-

We shall use a regularized version of J(-):

J£(v) = 2g f (e + Dn{v))1/2dx,        e > 0.
Jn

We introduce the function spaces

S = {<A€[Cooo(n)]3:V-0 = O},

Wm'r(fl) = {v€ Lr(ft) : dav 6 Lr(fl), 1 < |a| < m},

iyom-r(n) = the completion of C0x(n) in Wm-r(n),

W-my(ü) = the dual of Wq't,    where - + - = 1, 1 < r < oo,
r      r

Xr = completion of S in [Lr(Yl)]3.

We let Pr denote the projection from [Lr(f2)]3 onto Xr and write the Stokes operator

as Ar — — PrA with the domain

D(Ar) = [W2'r(Yl)]3 n [Wq1 'r(Yl)]3 n xr.

When r = 2, we also write P = P2, A = A2. Giga [5] proved that —Ar generates a

bounded analytic semigroup in Xr, 1 < r < oo. For 0 < 8 < 1 and 1 < r < oo, Af

is well defined and its domain D(Af) is equipped with the graph norm. Giga [6]

also showed that for 0 < O < 1, 1 < r < oo,

(1-1) D(Af) = D((-Ar)e)nXr

where Ar = A with the domain

(1-2) D(-Ar) = [W2'r(fl)]3 n [Wq^íU)]3.

Fujiwara [4] showed that for l/2r < 6 < 1,

(1-3) D{(-Ar)e) = {ve [X20'r(Yl)]3 : v = 0 on dYl}

where ¿/2e'r(0) is the space of restrictions to Yl of the Bessel potential M2@'T(R3).

Since ^1-r(n) = Wl<r(Yl), 1< r < oo,

(1-4) D(A^2) = [w¿'r(n)]3nxr.

As a simple consequence of Theorem 1 of Giga [5], we can derive

LEMMA 1.1. Let 1 < r < oo and 0 < O < 1. Then, for every v e D(Af) and
A>0,

C
(1-5) ||(A/ + ^r)-1t;||D(j4e) < j\\v\\D{A?),

where C is a positive constant independent of X.

In fact, this will be used in the following special version.
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LEMMA 1.2.   Suppose that v and h belong to [ly'01'r(fl)]3nlr and that for some

scalar function p and positive constant e,

(1-6) v - eAv + Vp = h

holds in the sense of distribution in fi.  Then we have

i1"7) Hl[w^'(n)p < C"H^II[v^01--(o)]3

for some positive constant C independent of e and h.

We shall also need a theorem of Cattabriga [1] in the following form (see Temam

[12]).

LEMMA  1.3.   Let h € [W/_1'r(f])]3,  1 < r < oo.   Then, there are unique func-

tions v and p (unique up to a constant) which are solutions of

(1-8) -Av + Vp = h    inü,

(1-9) Vv = 0    inn,

(1-10) v = 0    on an,

such that v € [W^'^i!)]3, p e Lr(H) and

(1-11) IMI[w'-'(n)]3 < C||/i||[iv-i.'(rj)]3.

We shall employ the eigenfunctions of A;

(1-12) A(pn = Xnfn     in X2,

where 0 < Ai < A2 < ■ • ■ , A„ —+ oo as n —► oo, and

(1-13) (<Pn,<Pm) =6nm.

Using these eigenfunctions, we define for s G R,

( oo oo *|

(1-14) Vs= lv=J2an7>n-- anQR,J2anK<oo\
I 71=1 71=1 J

equipped with the norm

/oo \!/2

(1-15) Nk=(][>2A*j       .

It is known that V0 = X2, Vx = [Wq1'2^)]3 nX2, V2 = [W2'2(n)]3 n \W¿'2(n)]3 n

X2, V4 = {v E V2: Av E V2}, and, for each s > 0, Vs C V0 C V-s and

[Vs,V-s]i/2=VQ.
Finally we list some properties of Je(). The Gateaux differential of Je(-) is given

by

3

(1-16) (J'e(u),w)=g       Yi(£ + Dn(u))~1/2D*j(u)D*Aw)dx
Jn i,3=l

for each u, w € [W01,2(fi)]3, where ( , ) is the duality pairing between [W01,2(iT)]3

and [W-1'2(fi)]3. This can also be interpreted as the duality pairing between Vi

and V-i when u and w belong to Vi. It is easily seen that J'£(-) is hemicontinuous
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and bounded as a mapping from [W¿' (fi)]3 into [lV_1'2(fi)]3 and also as a mapping

from Vi into V-i. Since JE(-) is convex, J£(-) is monotone and consequently, for

every u 6 L2(0,T; [^(fi)]3) such that dtu E L2(0,T; [W01,2(n)]3),

(1-17) (dtJ'£(u),dtu)>0

holds for almost all t E[0,T].

2. Stationary states. We shall consider a special class of stationary states of

(0-1), (0-2) and (0-3): g is the set of all veVi such that for some h E [L2(fi)]3,

(2-1) a(v, w — v) + b(v, v, w) + J(w) — J(v) > (h,w — v)

holds for every w E Vi ■

PROPOSITION 2.1.   g <Z [Wo'6(fi)]3 and for each v€ g,

(2-2) IHIiii,0'.«(o)]»^^II*II4 + C

where h is a function corresponding to v in (2-1) and C denotes positive constants

independent of h.

PROOF. Choose any v E g and let h correspond to v in (2-1). Setting w = 0 in

(2-1), we obtain

(2-3) ¿|M2<C|H|2
i=l

where C is a positive constant independent of h. Next we define q = h—J2J=i VjdjV.

Then, q E [W/-1-3(fi)]3 since L2(fi) C W'1'3^) and lV1-2(fi) C L6(fi). Further-

more, by (2-3),

(2-4) l|9ll[w-..3(n)]3<C7(||/i|| + ||/i||2)

for some positive constant C. We also define the operator f\ from Vi into V_i

such that for each u, w E Vi,

(2-5) (/\e u, w) = a(u, w) + (J'£(u), w),

where ( , ) is the duality pairing between Vi and V-\. It is easy to see that for

u, w E Vi,
3

a(u, w) = py^r^ju,^3w)-

3 = 1

Since J'e(-) is monotone, bounded and hemicontinuous, so is f\ . Moreover,

(A  u, u)
(2-6) £   '-»oo    as Hullv, —» oo.

Pllv,

Hence, according to Theorem 2.1 of Lions [8], there is a functions vE E Vi, such

that

(2-7) (/\^v£,w^J = (i*q,w)    forallweVi,
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where i* is the adjoint of the continuous embedding i from Vi into [W01,3/^2(fi)]3.

Now (2-7) implies that for some scalar function p£,

3

(2-8) -pAv£ - ?£0,-{(e + L>n>e))-1/2A;(i>e)} + Vpe = q

3 = 1

holds in the sense of distribution in fi.   The second term represents a i?3-valued

function in terms of its ith component. By virtue of

(2-9)
\\(e + Dniw^-'^D^w)]]^^ < y/2,        i,j = 1,2,3, for all w E [<'2(fi)]3.

we can use Lemma 1.3 to derive

(2-10) IKIIlw1'3^)]3 - C|kll[w-'.3(n)]3 +C

where C denotes positive constants independent of e. In the meantime, (2-7) also

implies that for every w E Vi,

(2-11) a(v£,w -ve) + JE(w) - JE(vE) > (i*q,w -v£).

We can extract a subsequence still denoted by {vE} such that t)£-m weakly in Vi

and [IVo'3(fi)]3 for some it € V, n [W^'^fi)]3, which also satisfies

(2-12) a(u, w -u) + J(w) - J(u) > (i*q, io - it)

for every w E Vi. By the uniqueness of solution of (2-12), u = v and, by (2-4) and

(2-10),

(2-13) ll«ll[Vy..3(n)]3<C{||/i|| + ||/t||2}+C

where C denotes positive constants.    Now we find that q E [l¥_1'6(fi)]3 since

L2(fi) C IV"1'6(fi) and W01,3(n) C Lr(fi), for any 1 < r < oo.

Furthermore. (2-13) yields

(2-14) ||Q||[w-i.«(n)]3<C||A||4+C

where C denotes positive constants. With the aid of (2-9), we can repeat the above

argument to arrive at v E [lV01,6(fi)]3 and (2-2).

REMARK 2.2. Even if v E S, v may not belong to g. An example in a two

dimensional domain was given in [7].

Proposition 2.3. g is dense in Vx.

PROOF. Since J() is a continuous convex functional in [W0' (fi)]3, its sub-

differential dJ(u) is not empty for each u E [W01,2(fi)]3. Choose any u E Vi and

<5 > 0. Then, there is ip E dJ{u) in [W"1'2(fi)]3 such that

(2-15) J(w)-J(u)>(ip,w-u)

for every w E [Wq1'2^)]3 where ( , ) is the duality pairing between [Wo'^fi)]3 and

[IV"1'2^)]3. Thus

3

(2-16) p ̂ 2(diU, diW - diu) + J(w) - J(u) > (q,w - u)
i=l
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holds for every w E [W¿,2{íí)]3 where q = ip - pAu E [IV"1'2^)]3 C V_i. In

particular, (2-16) holds for every w E Vi and ( , ) can be interpreted as the duality

pairing between Vi and V_i. Now we can find q* E [L2(fi)]3 such that

(2-17) ||ff-«l[w-i.»(n)]s<i-

By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, it can be shown that there

is v E Vi R py01,6(fi)]3 satisfying

3

(2-18) p'Y^(dlv,diW - div) + J(w) - J{v) >(q*,w-v)

i=l

for all wEVi. Now it follows from (2-16), (2-17) and (2-18) that

(2-19) ||u - w||Vl < C\\q - g*||[iv-i,2(n)]3 < C6

for some positive constant C independent of 6. Since S, = i VjdjV E [L2(fi)]3, v

satisfies (2-1) with h = q* + £3=1 v3d3v E [L2(fi)]3.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let v E g be given with the corresponding h E [L2(fi)]3.

Then, for each e > 0, there are v£ E V4 and h£ E [L2(fi)]3 such that

3

pAvE+peA2v£-PgYdd3{(e + DIl(v£))-l'2D,J(v£)}

(2-20)

+ P 2_, v£3<J3ve — Phs
■7=1

holds in Vq and such that v£ —> v weakly in Vi, hE —> h weakly in [L2(fi)]3 as e —► 0

and

(2-21) ||/i£||<C7(||/t|| + ||/t||2)(||/t||4 + C)

where C denotes positive constants independent of e and h.

(In the third term of (2-20), the projection operator is applied to a R3-valued

function which is expressed in terms of its ith component.)

PROOF. Define q = h- £3=1 VjdjV. Then, q E [L2(fi)]3 by Proposition 2.1.

We then consider a mapping f\   from V2 into V_2 such that for each u, w E V2

(A   u, w ) = p 2_\(djU, djw) + pe(Au,Aw)

1

3      -

g J2   I {£ + Dn(u))-1/2DtJ(u)DlJ(w)dx

3   l    3

i,j=l '

where (, ) is the duality pairing between V2 and V_2. As in the proof of Proposition

2.1, /\£ is hemicontinuous, monotone and bounded such that

(2-23) (/XM,u) -, 00    as ||u||Va -» 00.
Hlvj
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Thus, there is vE E V2 such that

(2-24) (/\v„w) = {q,w)

for every w E V2. It follows from (2-22) that

(2-25) pe(AvE,A(pn) = ($£,<pn)    for each n,

where

3

<t>£ = pAv£ + gY,d]{(e + Z?n(^))-1/2A,(^)} + q E [L2(fi)]a

j=i

If an = (vE,d>n) and bn = ($e, </>„), (2-25) yields

(2-26) £« < oo,

(2-27)

since Y^=x bn < oo. Hence vE E V4, which implies AvE E V2. In the meantime, we
derive from (2.24)

IMIVl   <  CJ|C7||[M/-I,2(n)]3   <  C,||ç||[W-l,3(n)]3

<C?(||/i|| + ||/t||2),    by (2-4),

where C stands for positive constants independent of e. It also follows from (2-24)

that there is a scalar function p£ such that

3

(2-28) -pA(vE + £AvE) - g £ d3{{e + D^v^^D^)} + VPe=q

3 = 1

holds in the sense of distribution in fi. Let us write GE = v£ + eAv£. Then GE E V2

and, by Lemma 1.3,

llGrell[w0,-6(n)]3 - ^Iklliw-L^n)]3 + C

<C\]h\\4 + C,

where (2-9) and (2-14) have been used and C denotes positive constants independent

of e. Now, for some scalar function p£,

(2-30) vE - eAvE + VpE = GE

holds in the sense of distribution in fi. With the aid of (1-7) and (2-29), we derive

(2-31) KHK.6(n)|3 ^ c\\Ge[[[w^(nw $ C^ + ^

where C denotes positive constants independent of e.  It follows from (2-27) and

(2-31) that

< C(\\h\\ + \\hf)(C\\h]\4 + C)< C(\\h\\ + \\h]\2)(\]h]]4 + c),

(2-29)

(2-32) Y^VejdjVe
3 = 1

where C denotes positive constants independent of e. Meanwhile, we can extract

a subsequence such that vEk —> u weakly in Vi and strongly in [L2(fi)]3 as ek —► 0

for some function u E Vi, which satisfies

3

(2-33) p^2(djU,djW - dju) + J(w) - J(u) > {q,w - u)
3 = 1
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for every w E Vi. By the uniqueness of solution of (2-33), u = v. Consequently,

ve —* v weakly in Vi and strongly in [L2(fi)]3 as e —► 0. We next write

3

(2-34) h£ = q + ^2vejdjve.
3 = 1

Then it is evident that h£ -* h weakly in [L2(fi)]3 and (2-21) holds.

3. Local existence.  Our definition of solution is

DEFINITION 3.1. A function tt(x,£) is called a solution of (0-1) to (0-4) if for

some T > 0, it € L2(0,T; Vi), dtu E L2(0,T; V_i), u(x,0) = u0(x) and for almost

all t E [0,T], (0-1) is satisfied for all weVx.

The main result is

THEOREM 3.2.   //

u0(x)Eg,    /eC7([0,T];[L2(fi)]3)    and   dtf E L2(0,T;[W-^2(n)]3),

then there is a unique solution u(x,t) of (0-1) to (0-4) on an interval [0,T*\, 0 <

T* < T. Furthermore,

(3-1) ueL^r^n^ffi)]3),

(3-2) f3tiiGL2(0,r*;Vi)nLoo(0,T*;V0).

We shall outline the strategy of proof. We first set up a regularized problem

with parameter e > 0 associated with (0-1) to (0-4), and obtain solutions which are

so regular that the manipulation to obtain energy estimates can be justified. We

then obtain sufficient energy estimates independent of e > 0, for which the results

of Cattabriga [1] and Giga [5] are crucially used. Finally we pass e —» 0 so that the

limit provides a solution of (0-1) to (0-4).

3.1. Regularized problem. As above, we suppose that

uo(x)Eg,    /eC([0,T];[L2(fi)]3)    and    dtf E L2(0,T;[W~^2(n)]3).

Using uq(x) and its corresponding function h(x), we can construct tine(x) and

h£(x) for each e > 0 according to Proposition 2.4. The assertion for the regularized

problem is

PROPOSITION 3.3. For each e > 0, there is a scalar function p£(x,t) and a

unique function ue(x,t) such that

3

dtu£ = pAu£ + peAAu£ + g^ dj{(e + Du{u£))~1/2Dij(u£)}

(3-3) 3

- ¿ u£jdju£ + Vp£ + /,     in fi x (0, T),

3 = 1

(3-4) it£(x,0) = u0£(x)    inn,

(3-5) ii£eL2(0,T;V4)nC([0,T];V3),

(3-6) atii£eL2(0,T;V2)nC([0,r];V0).
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PROOF. Fix any e > 0. Let us write by using the eigenfunctions in (1-12),

m

(3-7) um(x, t) = ^2 amk(t)¡pk(x),

fc=i

and consider

,„ „, (dtum,ipk) + p(Aum, ipk) + p£(A2um,<pk)

+ b(um,um,<pk) + (J£(um),<pk) = (f,<Pk),        k = l,...,m,

771

(3-9) um(x,0) = ^2(uo£(x),(pk)<pk.
k=l

We can find amk(t) E ^([O,^]) such that d2amk E L2(0,Tm), k = 1,... ,m, for

some 0 < Tm < T as solutions of (3-8) and (3-9). By virtue of the inequality

1 d 3
(3_10) ^Jt\\um\\2+pJ2WdlUraf + p£\\Aum\\2

< U/H Htimll    for allí €[0,Tm],

which follows from (3-8), we can set Tm = T and derive, by (3-9) and (2-27),

(3-11) ||tim||<iW    for all t E [0,T],

3 r-T

(3-12) Y] /    \\d3Um\]2dt<M,

3 = 1 JO

(3-13) f   \\Aum\]2 dt < M£.
Jo

Here and below, M and M£ denote positive constants independent of m, and M is

also independent of s. Next we substitute Aum for ¡pk in (3-8):

Id3 3
to ,^     9^Hii3i«mir+/iP«mir+/«x)iiaJj4umii2
(3-14) ¿ at j=i j=i

< \b(um,um,Aum)\ + \(J'£(um),Aum)\ + ](f,Aum)\

for all t E [0, T]. The right-hand side can be estimated as

3

(3-15)   |6(um,um,Aum)| < M||itm|| ||>lum||^||0jAum||    for all t E [0,T],

3 = 1

3

(3-16)      \(J'£(um),Aum)\ < MJ2 WdjAumW    for all t E [0,T], by (2-9).
3 = 1

Combining (3-11), (3-13) through (3-16), we obtain

3

(3-17) Yl Wd3um\\ < M£    for all t E [0,T],
3 = 1

3     ,r

(3-18) V/    \\dJAum\\2dt <M£.
3 = 1 Jo
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We then substitute A2um for <pk in (3-8):

(3-19)

1 d 3
'\Aum[\2 + p^2\\djAum\\2 + pe\\A2u%

2dV
3 = 1

< ]b(um,um, A2um)\ + \(J'£(um),A2um)\ + |(/,^2itm)|

3

< M\]Aum\\ \\A2um\\ £ \\djUmW + M£\\A2um\\ \\Aum\\ + \\f\\ \\A2ur,

3 = 1

for all t E [0,T], which, combined with (3-17), yields

3

,U7/._.II2 4-9/1.'
dt1

(3-20)     ^\\Aum]\2 + 2p'£]]dJAum]\2 + /i£||A2Wm||2 < M£||AUm||2 + M£||/||2,

3 = 1

for all t E [0, T]. By virtue of (3-9) and the fact that u0e(x) E V4,

(3-21) ||Aiim(x,0)||<M£.

Consequently, we infer from (3-13) and (3-20) that

(3-22) \\Aum\\ < M£     for all t E [0,T],

(3-23) f   ]]A2um\\2dt<M£.
Jo

We next differentiate (3-8) with respect to t and substitute dtum for ¡pk to derive

Id 3
- — ||dtum||2 + p^2\\djdtum\\2 +/ix£||atJ4íím||2

3 = 1

(3-24) < |6(0tUm,1im,0t1tm)| + |(0t/,0t«m)|
3 3

< Me||0tUm|| Y \\d3'dtum\\ + M\\dtf\\[w-i.*(iï)]* Yl \\d3dtUm\\
3=1 3=1

for almost all t E [0, T], where (1-17) and (3-22) have-been used. Now let us consider

(3-8) at t = 0 after <pk is replaced by dtum(x,0) to estimate ||<9twm(x,0)||:

(3-25)
||0tum(x,O)||2 < p](Aum{x,0),dtum(x,0))| + p£\{A2um(x,0),dtum{x,0))\

+ |6(wm(x,0),ttm(x,0),dtMm(x,0))|

+ \{J£{um(x,0)),dtum{x,0))\

+ \{f(x,0),dtum(x,0))\.

Again by (3-9) and the fact that uoE(x) EVi, we have

(3-26) p2Um(x,0)||<M£,

and consequently,

(3-27) |6(um(i,O),uTO(i,O),0tuTO(i,O))| < Me||0tixm(x,O)||,

(3-28) \(J'£(um(x,0)),dtum(x,0))\ < Me||0ttxm(a:,O)||.
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Now it follows from (3-25) that

(3-29) \\dtum(x,0)\\ < M£,

which together with (3-24), gives

(3-30) ||0tUm|| < M£    for all t E [0,T],

(3-31) f   \\âtAum\\2 dt < M£.
Jo

By virtue of (3-23), (3-30) and (3-31), we can extract a subsequence still denoted

by {um} such that for some function u, as m —> oo.

(3-32) um -» u   weakly in L2(0, T; V4),

(3-33) dtum->dtu   weakly in L2 (0,7/; V2),

(3-34) dtum-+dtu   weak* in L°°(0,r;Vo),

form which it follows that

(3-35) um^u   strongly in L2(0,T; V3)

and hence, by further extracting subsequence if necessary,

(3-36) um -* u strongly in V3, for almost all t E [0,T].

Now it is easily seen that for almost all t E [0, T],

(3-37) (JE(um),<p)^(J'e(u),<p)

for all tp E Vi- For the convergence of other terms in (3-8), we can proceed as in

the case of the Navier-Stokes equations (see Temam [12]) to deduce that for almost

alli€[0,T],

(3-38) (dtu, tp) + p(Au, tp) + pe(A2u, <p) + b(u, u, <p) + (JE(u), <p) = (/, tp)

holds for all tp eVi, and

(3-39) u(x.O) = u0E(x).

Now (3-3) follows from (3-38). In the meantime, (3-32) and (3-33) imply u E

C([0,T]; V3) possiby after a modification on a set of measure zero on [0,T]. We

next choose any ip E C^°({0,T); V2). It follows from (3-38) that

/    (dtu,dtip)dt = -pi    (Au,dtip)dt
Jo Jo

(3-40) -fief   (Au,dtAip)dt- f   b(u,u,dtip)dt
Jo Jo

- f (j'E(u),dtip)dt+ f (f,dtip)dt.
Jo Jo

Since dtu E L2(0,T; V2) nL°°(0,T; V0) and dtf E L2{0,T; [lV1'2(fi)]3), we have

1/2

(3-41) f   (dtu,dtip)dt  <MEif v2dt
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where M£ is a positive constant independent of tp. Hence, we conclude

(3-42) d2ti6L2(0,T;V_2),

from which it follows that dtu E C{[0,T];Vo) possibly after a modification on a set

of measure zero on [0, T]. Under the regularity condition (3-5) and (3-6), one can

easily show the uniqueness of u by using the monotonicity of J£(-).

3.2.   New estimates and the proof of Theorem 3.2.   Let uE be the solution in

Proposition 3.3. We write

(3-43) 7e = ue+eAu£.

Then, (3-3) can be written as

3

pA7£ + Vp£ = dtu£ -g^2dj{(e + L>n(it£))-1/2A>£)}

(3-44) 3      j=1

+ ^2uEjdjUe - f   in fi x (0, T).

3 = 1

Since uE satisfies (3-5) and (3-6), we find that each term of the right-hand side

belongs to C([0,T]; [L2(fi)]3) and TE E C([0,T]; Vi), which implies

(3-45) pEEC([0,T];Wl>2(n)),

T£EC([0,T];V2).(3-46)

From (3-44), we can derive

3

(3-47) Y.\\dM2<C([[dtuE]\2 + ]\f\]2)     foralli€[0,T].
■7=1

Here and below, C denotes positive constants independent of e. By (3-47), we have

(3-48) Y^Usjdjitt
3 = 1

<C\\uE\\2L6(QJ]3<C(\\dtu£\\2 + ]\f\]2)

[W-l,3(fi}]3

for all t E [0,T]. With the aid of Lemma 1.3, we obtain from (3-44)

(3-49) ||£||1(V(J.3(n)]3 < C(||0iUe|| + 11/11 + ||dtu£||2 + ll/ll2) + C

for all t E [0,T]. Here, we again used (2-9) and the fact L2(fi) C VI/-1'3(fi). Now

(3-43) implies that

(3-50) ite - sAuE + VpE = 7E

holds for some scalar function pE. Since u£ and 7£ belong to [IV01,3(fi)]3 n X3 for

each t E [0,T], we can apply (1-7) to obtain

(3-51)
iU£ll[w0'-3(n)]3 ^ ^'ll^ll[w01-3(n)]3

<C7(||atu£||2 + ||/||2) + (7    forallie[0,T], by (3-49).
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Consequently, we also obtain

3

(3-52)
E UsjdjUt
3 = 1

- ciHIjW'^n)]3

<C(||0tWe||4-r-||/||4)+i7

for all t E [0,T]. By using (2-9) and the fact L2(fi) c IV"1-6^), we can repeat the

above argument to arrive at

(3-53) IMIiw^tn)]3 < C(\]dtu£\\4 + \\f\]4) + C

for all t E [0,7/]. Recalling that d2uE E L2(0,T; V_2) and dtu£ E L2(0,T; V2), we

can borrow Lemma 1.2 of Temam [12, p. 260] to assert

(3-54) 2fïi"ÔtU£"2 = (dtu^dtue

in the sense of distribution in (0,T), where ( , ) is the duality pairing between

V2 and V_2. Since the right-hand side belongs to L1(0, T), \\dtuE]\2 is absolutely

continuous on [0, T]. We now combine (3-44) and (3-54) to deduce

1 d
]\dtuE\\2 +/i^ ]\djdtu£

3 = 1

2dt"~l"

(3-55)

< C||öt/||[W/-i,2(n)]3 ^T \[djdtuE\\ + ]b(dtu£,u£,dtuE)\

3 = 1

for almost all tE [0,7/].

By virtue of (3-53), we have

3

]b(dtu£,u£,dtuE)\ < C\\dtuE\\ ||ue||[z,°°(n)]3 ^ ||öjötue||

3 = 1

3

(3-56) < C\\dtu£\\ ]]uE]\[wi,^n)X3 J2 \\d3dtu£
3 = 1

< j E Wd3dtUE]\2 + C\]dtu£]]2(]\dtu£f + ll/ll8 + C)
3 = 1

for all t E [0, T]. Therefore, (3-55) can be written as

j 3

(3-57)
— ]\dtu£\\2 + p^Wdjdt^
dt

3 = 1

< CWdtfWfa-^w + C\\dtuE]\2(\\dtuE\\s + ii/ii8 + C)

for almost all t E [0,T]. Next we proceed to estimate \]dtuE(x, 0)|| by making use of

(3-44). Since each term of (3-44) belongs to C([0,T]; [L2(fi)]3) and, in particular,

dtuE E C([0,T]; V0), we have

(3-58) ||0tue(z,O)||<||P/(z,O)|| + ||tfe||,
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where

3

HE = pAuoE + peA2u0E - PgY^df{(£ + Du(uos))~1/2Dij(uo£)}

3 = 1

3

+ Py^UQEjdjUQ£.

3 = 1

Since uq£ was chosen according to Proposition 2.4, we find

(3-59) ||r7e||<C     forall£>0.

Let us write zE(t) — ]]dtuE]\2 so that (3-57) reduces to

(3-60) — z£ < ß(t) + Cxz\ + C2zE    for almost all t E [0,T],

where ß(t) E L1(0,T) and Ci, C2 are positive constants independent of e. It is

obvious that zE(t) is nonnegative and that the right-hand side of (3-60) satisfies

the Carathéodory condition. Thus, we can apply Theorem 16.2 of Szarski [11] to

conclude that there is 0 < T* < T independent of s such that

(3-61) \z£(t)\<C   for allí G [0,7"],

which, combined with (3-57), yields

rr*   3

(3-62) /     J2\\djdtUe\\2dt<C.f Eli**J°       3 = 1

It also follows from (3-53) and (3-61)

(3-63) ll%ll[lv01-6(n)]3 < C    for all t E [0,7/*].

Now we can extract a subsequence still denoted by {uE} such that for some function

u, as e —» 0,

(3-64) u£ —it    weakMnL^r^Vin^o'^fi)]3),

(3-65) dtu£^dtu   weak* in L°°(0,T*; V0),

(3-66) dtuE^dtu   weakly in L2(0,T*;V,),

which implies

(3-67) u£->u    strongly in L2(0,T*;V0).

To proceed further, we observe that each uE satisfies

r-T' 3      çT"

I     (dtu£,ip — u£) dt + p\~] I     (djU£,djip — djUE)dt
Jo 3 = 1 J°

r-T* 3       ,.T*

(3-68) +ep        (uE, A2ip - A2u£) dt + Y (ue3dju£, tp) dt
Jo J=xJo

+ f    (JE(ip)-JE(uE))dt> f    (f,iP-uE)dt
Jo Jo
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for every ip E L2(0,T*; V4). In the meantime, we note that

çT* r-T* r-T*

(3-69) fim /      J£(u£)dt > lim /      J(u£)dt> J(u)dt.
e->oJo £—>oJo Jo

Now we find upon passing e —* 0 in (3-68),

-T" 3       rT~

/     (dtu,ip -u)dt + /¿E /     (djU,âjip - dju)dt
Jo ~ Jo

3 r-T* r-T* r-T'

E/     (ujdju,ip)dt+ /     (J(ip)-J(u))dt> (f,ip-u
=1 -/o /o Jo

3 /-T* /-I" r-T*

fE'      (u1diu,ip)dt+ I     (J(ip)-J(u))dt>  I
3-

for every V G L2(0, T*;Vj). Using the fact that V4 is separable and dense in Vi,

we borrow an argument from Duvaut and Lions [3] to conclude that for almost all

tE[0,T%

(dtu, w — u) + p2_](djU, djW — d-jit)

(3-71) 3

+ 22(ujdjU, w) + J(w) - J(u) > (f,w - u)
3 = 1

holds for all w E Vi. By making use of (3-64), (3-65) and the fact that u£(x,0) =

ttO£:(x) and uqe —> «o weakly in Vi, we can easily derive that w(x,0) = uq(x).

Hence u(x, t) is a solution of (0-1) to (0-4). To prove the uniqueness, let v(x,t) be

a solution according to Definition 3.1. Then, we have the inequality

3

,       , (Mu -v),u- v) +pJ2(dj(u - v), dj(u - v))
\       ) j=i

< \b(u — v,u,u — v)\    for almost all t E [0,T*],

where we have assumed that [0,7/*] is the common interval. But, by virtue of the

fact u E L°°(0,T*; V, n [iyo1,6(fi)]3), we have

3

(3-73) \b(u-v,u,u-v)\ <C||u-r;||El|0i("-u)ll
3 = 1

for almost all t E [0,T*]. We now use the Gronwall inequality to derive from (3-72)

that u = v.

4. Existence of global solutions and time-periodic solutions. Our asser-

tion is

THEOREM 4.1.   Suppose that u0(x) E g, f E C([0,oo); [L2(fi)]3) and dtf G
Loo(0,oo;[lV-1'2(fi)]3).  Then there is 6 > 0 such that if

(4-1) 11/11 <6    forallt>0,

(4-2) ||^t/||(H'-1.2(n)]3 ^ <5     for almost all t > 0,

(4-3) ||A|| < 6,
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where h is a function corresponding to uq in (2-1). Then there is a unique global

solution u(x,t) of (0-1) to (0-4) such that

(4-4) u E L°°(0, oo; Vi D [<'6(fi)]3),

(4-5) 0t«eL°°(O,c3o;Vo)nL2oc([O,oo);Vi).

THEOREM 4.2. In addition to the above assumptions possibly with smaller 6 >

0, we also assume that f is rj-periodic in time. Then, there is an n-periodic solution

uv(xA) of (0-1), (0-2) and (0-3) such that

(4-6) un(x, t + n) = un(x, t)    for all t G (—00,00),

(4-7) u,eL~(0,i7;Vin[Wtf'6(n)]8),

(4-8) f3i^GL°°(0,i7;Vo)nL2(0,r/;V1).

Furthermore, the solution u(x, t) of Theorem 4.1 converges to uv(x, t) in the manner

(4-9) sup||it(x,s) - u-n(x, s)\\ < Me~M    forallt>0,
s>t

where M and A are positive constants.

As a preparatory step, we present

LEMMA 4.3. Suppose E(t) is nonnegative, locally absolutely continuous on

[0,7/) and

(4-10) — E + vE < C1E5 + C2    for almost all t E [0, T),
dt

where v, Ci and C2 are positive constants. Let 0 < f < (t>/32Ci )1/i4. 7/C2 < vc\¡2

and E{0) < £, then E(t) < 2cJ for all t E [0,7/).

PROOF. Suppose that the assertion is false. Then, there is t* G (0,7") such that

E(t) < 2Ç for all t E [0,t*) and E(t*) = 2^. Consequently, we find that

(4-11) E(t*) < Çe-Ut'/2 + €(1 - e~vt'12) < 2^

which is a contradiction.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. We first note that the solutions in Propostion

3.3 are defined on [0,00) under the assumption that / G C([0, bo); [L2(fi)]3) and

dtf E L12oc([0,oo);[IV-1'2(fi)]3). To see this, we rewrite (3-23), (3-30) and (3-31)
as

(4-12) f   \\A2um\\2dt < M(e, T),
Jo

(4-13) ||0t«m|| < M(e,T)     for all t E [0,7/],

(4-14) /   \\dtAum\\2dt< M(e,T),
Jo

where M(e,T) denotes positive constants independent of m which are defined for

all 0 < T < 00 and £ > 0. On each finite time interval, we obtain a solution by

letting m —> 00. By the uniquenss of solution, we can define a solution on [0,00).

We next recall a special case of the Nirenberg-Galiardo inequality: for 0 < a < 1/4,

(4-15) IHU-{rj)<q|t«||^-?a(n)||t«||2a(n)    for all«; G W1-6^).
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Let us fix 0 < a < 1/4 and rewrite (3-56) as

(4-16)
3

\b{dtu£,uE,dtuE)\ < C||0tue|| ||ue|ri|ue|||~f,6        E ll^^^ll
3=1

< ^ E WWtUef + CK|H|0tUe||2(||0tUe||8 + ll/ll8 + C),
3 = 1

where C still stands for positive constants independent of e. Then, (3-55) can be

written as

. 3
O    ,,   „ ,,0 V~*   .1   r,      „ ,,2

JdtUE\\2 + p^WdjdtU,
dt'

2 i   /^ll„,   \\2a\Xci „,   i|2/
< C||0t/||fw-lia(n)13 + C||Ue||aQ||0ttie||^(||0tUe||8 + ii/ii8 + C)

for almost all t E [0, oo). In the meantime, it follows from (3-44) that

3

,U/JI2 -i- u
dt'

(4-18) j\\u£]\2 + pJ2\\d3u£\]2 <C]]f\\2    foralli>0.
3 = 1

Consequently, for all t > 0,

(4-19) |K||2<||it0e||2+CsuP ll/ll2.
t>o

Now let 0 < 6 < 1. If \\h\\ < 6, then (2-21) yields

(4-20) \\h£\\ < C6,

which implies, by (3-58),

(4-21) ||atM£(x,0)||<C<5 + ||/(x,0)||,

and, by (2-27),

(4-22) \\u0E\\<C6,

where C denotes positive constants independent of e and 6. Hence, by assuming

(4-1) and (4-2) with 6 which is sufficiently small, but independent of e, (4-17) can

be put in the framework of Lemma 4.3 so that we arrive at the estimates:

(4-23) ||0tUE||<C    for all í > 0 and all e > 0,

3      çT

(4-24) E /    l|3¿0t«e||a dt ^ C(T)    for all T > 0 and all e > 0,

where C and C(T) denote positive constants. It then follows from (3-53) and (4-23)

that

(4-25) IWIiw'^m)]3 - C    ^or all í > 0 and all e > 0.

Next we choose any finite time interval and find a solution of (0-1) to (0-4) through

the same procedure as in the previous section. Finally, we can extend the time

interval to [0, oo) by using the uniqueness of solution.
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PROOF  OF  THEOREM  4.2.   We shall obtain a periodic solution through a

well-known procedure. Let u(x,t) be the global solution in Theorem 4.1 and define

(4-26) vk(xA)=u{xA + kn), k = 1,2,....

Then, vk is a solution of (0-1), (0-2) and (0-3) on the interval (—kn, oo) since / is

^-periodic in t. Similarly to (3-72), we have for each k

2di^Vk ~ W°"2 + ^E H^'^fc ~ W°)H2
3=1

3

(4-27) < ]b(vk -vo,vo,vk-vo)\ < C||i;o||[Loo(n)]3 E \\dj(vk -^o)||2

3=1

3 = 1

for almost all t > 0 , where 0 < a < 1/4 and C denotes positive constants inde-

pendent of k. By choosing 6 sufficiently small in (4-1), (4-2) and (4-3), (4-27) can

reduce to, for each k,

(4-28) ^||Ufc_Wo||2+M£||3>fc_Wo)||2<0

3=1

for almost all t > 0. Therefore, for each k

(4-29) IK-w01| <Me-'^    for all t > 0,

where M = 2supt>0 ||u(x, i)|| and p is a positive constant. Now (4-29) yields

(4-30) ||wfc+fcl - vkl || < Me-ßkir>    for all t > 0 and all k.

Hence {vk} is a Cauchy sequence in C([0,00); V0) and let uv(x, t) stand for its limit.

It is apparent that

(4-31) sup [\u,,(x, s) - u(x, s)\] < Me^e-^    for all t > 0,
s>t

which proves (4-9). Next we observe that

(4-32) u-n(x,t + r¡) =  lim vk(x, t + n) —  lim vk+i(x, t) = un(x, t),
k—»00 k—»oo

which shows that u„ is 77-periodic. Meanwhile, we note that

(4-33) ll^fclliiv'^m)]3 ̂  M    for almost all t > 0,

(4-34) \\dtvk\\ < M   for almost all t > 0,

3     ,r

(4-35) E /    H<ViWfcl|2 dt < M(T)    for each 0 < T < 00,
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where M and M(T) stand for positive constants independent of k. In fact, (4-33)

and (4-34) follow immediately from (4-4) and (4-5). To see (4-35), we need to

improve (4-24) by means of (4-17) and (4-23):

3       fS+T
(4-36) E /        \\d3dtUEf dt < C(T)    for all s > 0,

j=l J°

where C(T) is a positive constant indpendent of e. It is evident that (4-36) is

equally true for u, and (4-35) follows. By virtue of (4-33), (4-34) and (4-35), we

find that

(4-37) vk -» u„    weak* in L°°(0,oo; Vi n [^(fi)]3),

(4-38) dtvk -* dtun    weak* in L°°(0,oo; V0),

(4-39) dtvk -» dtun    weakly in L2(0, T: Vi ) for each 0 < T < oo,

from which (4-6), (4-7) and (4-8) follow. Since each vk is a solution of (0-1), (0-2)

and (0-3) in fi x (0, oo), we can show by an argument similar to that in the previous

section that uv is also a solution in fi x (0, oo), in fact in fi x (—oo, oo) by extending

uv to the interval (—oo, 0) by the 77-periodic condition.
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